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ABSTRACT

A unique trifilar pendulum was constructed at Frankford Arsenal
which proved to be an accurate tool for the determination of momen':s
of inertia of non-homogeneous objects.

The pendulum was used with a calibration curve. The curve was
generated by plotting a quantity calculated from the weight and the period
squared of a number of homogeneous solids of revolution of increasing
size as ordinates, against the calculated (using handbook formulae) mo-
ments of inertia of these solids as abscissae.

The moment of inertia of an unknown was obtained by weighing the ob -
ject, establishing its period on the pendulum, locating a quantity calcu]ated
from its period squared and its weight as an ordinate on the calibration curve,
and finding the moment of inertia as the corresponding abscissa.

There are specialized techniques used in operating the pendulum
and some unique features in its design for which patents have been ap-
plied. The need for such unique features is established, and error
analysis shows this trifilar pendulum accurate to 0. 5%.

It is concluded that the trif;1ar penLdulum, if properly constructed,
has certain advantages over the torsion rod pendulum with no more dis-
advantages.
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NOMENC LATURE

i, j, k Rectangular coordinate system unit vectors.

R Vector from axis of rotation of Trifilar Pendulum to one
wire of trifilar pendulum and perpendicular to axis of
rotation.

R Magnitude of R.

L Length of suspending wires.

T Period of oscillation of Trifilar Pendulum.

w Weight.

a (alpha) Rotational displacement of weight suspended on trifilar
pendulum.

77 (eta) Reference argle orienting R with respect tL. rectangular
coordinate sy,te m.

/3 (beta) Complement of 7) ; also, angle between incident and
reflected light beams at moving mirror on pendulum.

e (theta) Angle between pendulum wire and vertical under dis-
placement.

Y (gamma) Time constant of attenuation of motion of trifilar pendulum.

LO (phi) Phase angle associated with periodic motion of trifilar

pendulum.

't (tau) Torque; also, probable error.

w (omega) Frequency of oscillation of trifilar pendulum; by
definition,

T
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INTRODUCTION

In July of 1957, a project was undertaken to build a pendulum
capable of determining the moment of inertia of a device of approxi-
mately 4 lbs in weight, having an odd configuration. Si,-c,-. a time
limitation was given to produce the pendulum at the lowest possible

cost, it was decided to build a trifilar pendulum, from scrap material
available at Frankford Arsenal.

The resulting pendulum has a configuration of structural elements,
consisting of tubing, angles and plates of a size available at the time of
construction. The mirrors used were manufactured from laboratory
coverglasses which were silvered by our optical shop. The photocell
and amplifier were part of surplus equipment. The only purchased
parts were timers and a counter.

After the pendulum had been built and had proven its worth by the
r, lative accuracy of its results, a patent application was filed based on
a number of its unique characteristics.

DISCUSSION

In dynamics the moment of inertia of a body is to rotary motion
as its mass is to linear motion. Engineers, therefore, should, in any
investigation, concern themselves with the values used for moments
of inertia as they do for values of mass.

In general, an investigator may calculate the value of a moment
of inertia or find it by experiment. For irregular or nonhomogeneous
solids, calculation is usually impractical. This report describes a
device for determining moments of inertia of solids unamerable to
calculation, and the method of its operation. The device is called a
trifilar pendulum.

A simple pendulum consists of an oscillating weight hung from
a single wire. The weight, or bob, is free to swing in a plane (or in
an elliptical path, which is just two plane paths superimposed) or
rotate about an axis at a constant rate,
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A torsion rod pendulum (used in empirical methods of finding

moments of inertia) also has a single wire, but the wire is thick
enough to exert a measurable restoring torque on the bob when the
wire is twisted. It should be remembered that moments of inertia
(unless calculated) may only be found experimentally by imparting an
angular acceleration to the object under investigation. Physically,
there cannot be a scale or balance or any static test for finding mo-
ments of inertia.

In th,. t"ifilar (three-wire) pendulum, the wire size used is as
thin as the el-stic limit will allow. Thin wires, of the size used, have
a torsional m.ment small enough to ignore. The wires are hung so
that when tl'e bob has been rotated and set free, a restoring torque
twists it baclk toward the equilibrium position, and pcriodic motion
sets in (fir. !+ The weight and moment of inertia of the bob and some
dimensions of &+e pendulum fix the period.

THEORY

1. Appendix I contains the derivation of the formula for moment
of inertia from the equation of motion of the trifilar pendulum:*

WR
2 Ti'

1=41YZL

G. W. Hughes, Sandia Corp., The Trifilar Pendulum and Its Applica-

tion to the Experimental Determination of Moments of inertia (ASME
57-SA-51, 1957) p. 42.
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Where

I = moment of inertia of the bob (test object plus hardware)

W = weight of the bob

R = perpendicular distance from the axis of the bob (about which
it rotates) to the center line of any one of the wires (fig. 1)

T = period for one full cycle

L = length of wire from the supporting frame to the bob.

METHOD

The technique used in determination of moments of inertia of un-
known nonhomogeneous solids by use of the trifilar pendulum involves the
use of a calibration curve. This curve is obtained by (1) calculating the
values of the moments of inertia of standards; (2) weighing each standard
(Ws); (3) weighing the holding fixture (Wo); mounting each standard on
the holding fixture; (5) imparting an oscillation to the assembly; (6) de-
termining the period (Ts+o); (7) imparting an oscillation to the holding
fixture without a standard; (8 determining its period (TO); (9) calculating
the quantity (W. -;. Wo) (Ts+o) - WoTo; and, (10) plotting this value as
ordinate against the corresponding calculated moment of inertia as
abscissa.

The moment of inertia of an unknown is found by (1) weighing it
(Wx); (a) mounting it on the holding fixture; (3) imparting an oscillation
to the assembly; (4) determining the period (Tx+o); (5) calculating the
quantity (Wx + Wo) (Tx+o)2 - WoT2 ; (5) finding the point on the calibration
curve whose ordinate is this quantity; and (6) reading the abscissa of this
point as the desired moment of inertia. This value is the moment of
inertia of the unknown.

If the unjKnown could be oscillated without using the holding fixture,
one would obtain the period of oscillation of just the unknown (Tx). A
holding fixture is necessary, however, and, in general, Tx J Tx+o.
Thus WxT Z , which is the factor in the formula for the moment of inertia
of just the unknown (see App. I), must be found indirectly. Let 1o stand
for the moment of inertia of just the holding fixture, Ix that of the un-
known, and Ix+ o that of the combination. Adding moments of inertia

3



Ix+ o = Ix+ 10

Using the trifilar pendulum formula (see App. I) and cancelling

constants,

(Wx 4 Wo ) (Tx+o)z = WxTxz + WoTo2

so

WxTx - (Wx + Wo ) (T+ 0 ) - W 0Toz

The amount on the right is the WT 2 used as ordinate of the ca~ibra-

tiom curve. Ix is the abscissa, so the unknown moment of inertia can
be read directly from the graph.

The standards used to provide points for the calibration curve
were homogeneous cylinders of steel or aluminum, accurately weighed
and measured. Theoretically true moments of inertia (axial and trans-
verse) were calculated using handbook formulae.

The standards are divided into two families; one set had a con-
stant height with increasing radius while the other had constant radius

and increasing height.

Each of these standards had its period timed for both axial and
transverse axes. Each standard, then, gave two points for the calibra-
tion curve. There were six standards in each of the two families, so
a total of twenty-four points was collected. The weight and period of
the hardware alone gives another point which is, of course, the origin

of the coordinates.

CONSTRUCTION AND METHOD OF OPERATION

Three pieces of aluminum tube rise from the floor and connect
at the top and middle to crosswise pieces of angle iron, forming the
frame. A triangular yoke of flat pieces of steel welded together is

4



bolted to the midpoints of the top angle irons (figs. Z & 3). It was
originally planned to have the uprights join right to the yoke (fig. 4).
Over the yoke and bolted to it lies a circular steel plate called the "top
support plate. " Three sets of three tapped holes, forming the vertices

of concentric equilaterial triangles, go through the plate.

Levelling and lotking bolts screw into one set of holes. A avel
is placed across the heads of each pair of bolts and one is raised or

lowered until level with the other. When all three are level, locking
nuts are tightened. The bolts have thin axial holes in which the wires
are inserted and held by a setscrew.

There are three sets of holes in the top support plate, so there
are three possible values of R (see Appendix I). In practice, the center-
most holes were usually used. The formula for I shows that the period
varies invo'rsely with R (everything else constant). Hence, the smaller
the R, the longer the period, and the smaller the percentage error in
T. Other efforts in three-wire pendulum design can be criticized on
this account. In particular, the dimensions of the pendula constructed
by G. W. Hughes- lead to periods in the neighborhood of a fraction of
a second.

The lower support plate has thin vertical wire holes and set-
screws near the edge. It is levelled the same way as the upper sup-
port plate, except that one setscrew must be loosened before raising
or lowering that side of the plate, then tightened again.

A holding rig hangs from the bottom support plate by a hex bolt
(figs. 5 & 6). This rig is used for finding transverse moments of iner-
tia, and is little more than a rectangular aluminum frame. Atop its
lower member sits a piece of angle on which rides the test object (fig.
11). Holding the angle "n place and extending below the frame is a
holding and positioning bolt. The bottom of the holding and positioning
bolt has a tapered bore, which mates with a conical steel shaft threaded
into the intersection of a pair of center bearing arms. These arms
move in collars attached to legs of the frame. The shaft can move in
all directions. It is centered (before the wires are hung) by means of
a plumb bob hung from the center of the top suppcrt plate.

G. W. Hughes, Sandia Corp., The Trifilar Pendulum and Its Applica-
tion to the Experimental Determination of Moments of Inertia (ASME
57-SA-51, 1957) p. 42.
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The center bearing arm is needed because the three-wire pendu-
lum must be kept fr(.m swinging like a simple pendulum. As shown in
App. II, when there is both rotational and simple pendular motion, the
horizontal and vertical displacements differ from wire to wire.

This combination of motions has many undesirable results.

1. Since the angle between a wire and vertical 0 = tan

a ! -Sl (the displacement of the bottom end of the wire divided by the

wire's length), the three wires are at different angles to the vertical,
upsetting one of the assumptions of the derivation.

2. The axis of rotation of the bob and the direction of the re-
storing torque are no longer vertical or parallel. The axis of rotatiun
moves in one pla-,.e while the torque is not held in any plane. At any in-
stant, the test object is spinning about an unknown axis and accelerating
angularly about another. (In referring to or determinating the moment
of inertia, a reference axis must be specified.)

3. These torsional and simple pendular motions also have
separate periods. It follows that results under these conditions become
meaningless.

4. It has been found that the rotational motion damps rapidly
when there is also a simple pendular motion.

5. It will be noted further in the report that a simple pendu-
lar swing would make it impossible to get results by the timing method
used.

It is concluded that:

1. The operator should have some tool to help him start the
pendulum without jolting it.

2. A fixed pin is needed under the bob to keep it from swing-
ing like a simple pendulum, so that results are obtain.,t and are mean-
ingful.

These conclusions, if not the figuring that leads to them, are
valid for all types of torsion pendula.
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The shaft in the center bearing arm referred to above is raised
by means of its threaded base as far as it can without bearing the sus-
pended weight. At most, the shaft and matching depression touch at a
point (fig. 6 inset). Variations in temperature and variations in the
weight of the test object affect the length of the wires so that the shaft
must be raised or lowered to maintain single point bearing. Needless
to say, if the hole in the middle of the top support plate it badly cen-
tered, the shaft will move the bob sideways. This sideways shift will
have much the same result as a simple pendular swing.

The frame has a pair of pins on its side members. Before being
bolted to the bottom support plate, the frame, with test object, hangs
by these pins on a special cradle. (Fig. 13.) One of the cradle legs
has a jack for levelling. The test object is shifted until the whole works
hangs vertical. When the frame hangs vertical, i. e. , when the test ob-
ject is bal.%nced, an engraved line on one side of the frame lines up with
a wire by one of the cradle legs. Thus, when the frame and test object
are put on the pendulum, the axis uf rotation goes through the bob's
center of mass.

Usually, it is the moment of inertia about an axis through the cen-
ter of mass that is desired. But the three-wire pendulum as the virtue
of allowing some range of arbitrary axes. True, a simple relation. ex-
ists between a moment of inertia through the center of mass and others
parallel to it. But if the location of the axis for the wanted moment of
inertia is known, calculation is unnecessary using this axis in the ex-
periment. It is easy to show that the bob will not tilt until the distance
of the center of mass from the axis of rotation exceeds

R,/3

6

In this regard, the three-wire pendulum is better than the torsion
rod pendulum, which will tilt under any imbalanced load.

Objects having axial mounting holes, and whose axial moments
of inertia are to be found, are hung from an expansion plug bolted to
the bottom support plate in place of the frame (figs. 7 & 8). Solid ob-
jects whose axial moment of i-tertia are t., be determined sit atop the
bottom support plate.

7



A tool has been made for measuring the wire length, such as, for
an absolute determination of I. This tool works as follows: a pair of
rods slide in and out of a collar and can be locked in place by the collar
(fig. 9). The free ends of the rods have disks on them. A spacer is
put on the bottom support plate and one of the disks of the extension
rod set on it. The rod is extended until the upper end butts against
the locking brilts, then locked. Vernier calipers then measure the
lengths of the spacer and rod.

A keyed sleeve which slides freely up and down is used for tremor-
free starting (figs. 10, 11, & i3). Resting around the guide plug, it
slips up around the holding & positioning bolt and keys into a groove.
After keying, sleeve and bolt are turned through a desired angle and
released. The sleeve drops, letting the pendulum rotate undisturbed.
Fixed to the centering arm is a circu~lar plate with radial lines. A
positioning arm on the key,.d sleeve can be lined up with one of these
lines so that an amplitude can be chosen An amplitude of about 7* has
been found best.

A polyethline sheet hangs around the pendulum to cut out drafts.
The pendulum was located in an air conditioned room so that the ambi-
ent temperature variation :.as + I * C.

An electronic setup times the period, (fig. 12). A light beam
buunces off a narrow mirror on one face of the hex bolt or on the edge
of the bottom support plate. The reflected beam then carves out an
arc with the same frequency as the pendulum. When the pendulum is
at its equilibrium position, the reflected beam shines into a photocell.
(The light source and photocell are attached to two of the frame up-
rights. ) Light hits the photocell twice every period and a counter
records the number of hits. The counter is wired to two electronic
timers. One of them times the first ten full cycles, then stops to let
the operator record this time while theother one starts timing. The
operator resets the first timer when he is done recording, then turns
to the second timer and repeats the operation. This goes on until ten
readings have been obtained from each timer, or until the beam moves
so slow that the photocell fires twice while the beam shines on it.
(Figs. 12 & 13.)

This way of timing the period would obviously get no satisfactory
results if the pendulum swung as a simple pendulum. The reflected
light beam would be very erratic, missing the photocell or striking it

irregularly.
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ERROR ANALYSIS

Sources of error arc divided into two groups; those caused by
the three-wire pendulum design, and those caused by the setup used
for timing.

Sources of error caused by the design are: (1) changes in R;
(2) changes in L, (3) error in weighing.

Since

I WR
2 T

2

dI 2WRT
2

dR 2 L

V I!:I l2:;B2 41 I L dR I=afrjdj
I 41r2 L WR2T?. R

The subscript on dI stands for the source of error.

R varies with the ambient temperature, so that dR = KR6T,
K the coefficient of expansion, AT the change in temperature, say
2* C. For aluminum K = 2. 57 x 10" 5 /°C

so

1.03 x 1 - 4

= 0. 1%
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The weight of the unknown will stretch the wires. The modulus
of elasticity E = WL/Ae, where w is the weight of the bob, L the wire
length, A the cross section area of the wire, and e the elongation of
the wire

dIL dLI-e
I~i L T

W
EA

The weigh. supported by one wire will stay less than 100 lb. The

cross section area of the wire is about 8. 1 x 10- 4 in 2 , and the modulus
of elasticity of steel is about 2. 8 x 107. Hence,

dIL 100

I 2.8x 107 x8.1 x 10-4

4.4x 10- 3

0.44%

Even though a calibration curve is used, this source of error
must be counted. WT 2 /I = C is considered constant for all possible
test objects. If the wires stretch for a certain test object, then

dl - I' - I WT C - I

=WT
2 

-C

10



Where I' is the experimentally determined value of moment of inertia,
I is the true value, C is the slope of the calibration curve, W = the
weight of the test object and T is its period.

d -- P - I WTZ41Z \L 1)

where L' is the new length of the wire, L the old.

WTZRZ ( e

henc(

I e

Y- =TR Ie\fe

Differentiating the formula for I with respect to weight,

dIw dw
I w



Standards and unknowns are weighed on a lever arm balance and
are known to better than one part in 10- so dlw/I = 0. 116.

The effect of air drag on the period is negligible.

The smallest measurable interval is a millisecon. The shortest
periods timed are on the order of a few seconds. A timing run has ten
cycles, and both the starting and ending times can be off by as much as
a millisecond. Hence,

dITl - 2(dTl) 2x 2 10-3 44 x 10
I T 0.04

0. 0416

The number subscript is used because there are other sources

of error in T.

If the pendulum is not at the equilibrium point when the phococell
goes off, the measured period at this point will be a little longer than thg
true period. Suppose the photocell fires when the pendulum reaches

angle I = %0e - t l cos wt I .

.'here (X0 is the amplitude, cos wt, is the phase factor, and

e - tl the damping factor. After one full period, the time is t1 + T.
(T the true period), but the photocell has not yet fired, because the
amplitude has decreased since t1 . It does not fire until a little later,
for example tj + T + dT. The interval actually timed is T + dT,
i. e., the true period plus a little bit.

The derivation of dT 2 /T (subscript for identification) is given
in Appendix III. Here is the result:

d T Ie Y T I

d.To e1t Z - aez

T zlT(c~ovt1Z



as suming

=5° oe-yt = 70

and

0 (eYT I + T, Yt small)

We arrive at a worst possible error.

T 2-8I000

0.02%

hence

I I2 0.04%

Note

d T2 0 as 1-e 0

and

T~ as a I U
0

13



(because of an in rease in 1 , a decrease in 10 , increase in Y, or
increase in t I . )

If the appara' - is set up properly, this source of error can be ig-
nored. It was mer" ned to show that the location of the photocell is
not haphazard.

The mirror which reflects the light beam and the slit which col-
lects it both have a finite width in the plane of motion. Because of this
finite width, the pendulum bob can be anywhere within a small angular
range when the photocell is triggered. It follows that the measured

period may be off by a small amount.

The magnitude of this possible error is derived in Appendix IV.
It turns out to be

dT 3  W 1 + W2

T 20 1otaD

Where W1 is the width of the mirror, W2 the width of the slit
before the photocell, s 0 is the pendulum's amplitude, and D the dis-
tance from the mirror to the photocell. The error is figured for a
timing run of ten periods; if single periods are timed dT 3 /T is ten
times as great.

Assuming IY0 about TIT radians,

wl

W2 = j
and

D -- 15'

14



60 15 4800

Hence

dIT
3 - .04%.

I

Let us add the errors from all the sources mentioned:

I+ dTI I

= 0.01% + 0.1% + 0.44o + 0.04% + 0.04%

= 0.63% " 0.691

An actual calibration curve is a straight line (graph #1). If

every point (WT 2 , I) lay exactly on the curve, then (WT 2 /I)i would
be a constant for all i. It is not.

In effect, each set of numbers (I, WT 2 ) can be considered a

I
separate determination of the theoretically constant value -y- /

(graph #2). Some values of WT 2 /I are not as reliable as others.
Some are known to four significant figures; some to three; some only

to two. So take a weighted mean with the following table for determin-
ing weighting factcrs:

15



# Significant Figures Weighting Factor

4 1
3 .1
2 .01

The weighted mean

nn

where

-i WT 2

I

and pi is the ith weighting factor.

There are twenty-four points with a total weighting of 15. 81,

and M = 0.8505.

The probable error of an observation with weight 1

n 1/2
n

7 3.125 x 10 - 3

16



where

-_ WT 2

xi =m -

T 3. 125 x 10-3  -
- _____- =0. 367 x 10-

m 8. 505 x 10-
1

Hence the percentage probable error of an observation of weight one is

0. 37%. The probable error of 7 is

0. 6745 2i \)/2

T 3. 125 x 10 3  = 788x10 4

£ 15.81

7.88 x 10-4 0.09%

~ 8.505 x 10-1

Hence the percentage probable error of 7 is 0. 09%.

17



Assuming that the value of WT' .s good to at least three signifi-
cant figures, the percentage prcbablc crror in n i can be used as a
percentage probable error in I I. Since T affects the third signifi-
cant figure m i , values of (WT ) known to four significant figures are
in effect good only to three. Hence we can consider values of (WTZ)
that are good either to three or four significant figures as having weight
one. The percentage probable error of F must be added to the per-
centage probable error of mxi. Hence a determined value of the mo-
ment of inertia is good to 1-(. 37% + .09%) = 10. 5%. (Unless WT 2 is
certain only to two significant figures, i. e., the unknown object is
quite light. ) This error agrees very well with the estimated error.

CONC LUSIONS

The trifilar pendulum is a simple, accurate, and reliable tool
for finding moments of inertia. It has these advantages over the tor-
sion rod pendulum: its period is independent of the physical proper-
ties of the supporting wires, and the load may be shifted to rotate
about an arbitrary axis, if desired. It has no more disadvantages than
the torsion rod pendulum, once it is set up.

FUTURE WORK

A four-wire pendulum is possible. An unknown could be balanced
right on the rig while a pair of cater-cornered wires are slack. The
pendulum would be ready to go as soon as the slack wires were tightened,
and a quick-disconnect arrangement can be used to slacken and tighten
the wires.

18



APPENDIX I

DERIVATION OF TKIFILAR PENDULUM EQUATION

Let P be the point from which one of the wires hangs (fig. 14).
At rest, its other end is at a point A, right below P. But when the
bob turns an angle a, the lower end of the wire moves to point B. Let
the line AC be the projection of the arc AB in a plane perpendicular to
line AP. The line AC is about equal in length to arc AB.

Now

/AC/ = S tan e (1)
L L

and

/AC/ ._ tan (2)

if 8 and a are kept small

S L6 (3)

and

S -Ra (4)

combining

-r (5)L

Let T be the tension in the wire and w1 is the part of the total
weight pulling down on this wire. Since W1 and T1 cancel at rest
]W1/ = /Ti/.

I M imm mn i ~ lm m w
uto nnmnu noud m ua m ton mumu _ .. ..



When the bob is rotated, there is a sideways resultant force,

F = -T Isin (6)

Again keep 0 small, so that sin 6 - 6 and

F = -T 1 6 (7)

This force acts through a moment arm of length R, so there is a
restoring torque

=r -- -TIRO (8)

In general, E T = I&, 'a the angular acceleration, so that

TI + T 2 + T 3 = I& (9)

Assuming 0 the same for all three wires,

-RO(T 1 + T2 + T 3) = I= (10)

The tensions add up to the total weight without assuming the
same tension in each wire. Plugging in this relation and (5),

I+ RZCW - (IV)L

This is an equation for harmonic motion. The frequency is

f l R2 W (Z)
217 IL

20



The period T is

T 2 -IL(13)

squaring and juggling

and

R (12

WT 2  417 2 L

W is in pounds (weight), R and L in inches and T in seconds; I is inlb. (mass) in. 2.
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APPENDIX II

DISPLACEMENT OF THE LOWER END OF ONE OF THE

SUSPENSION WIRES UNDER A COMBINATION OF

ROTARY AND SIMPLE PENDULAR MOTIONS

loll

Atop the bob is a circular plate to which the wires are fastened,
call it the bottom support plate. Suppose we are looking down at this

plate. (See figure above.) Let R1 be the vector from the center of the

plate to the fastening point of one of the wires. Let R i be the vector
from the center of the tray to the same point after a rotary shift.

22



i, j, and k are the rectangular coordinate unit vectors (right-

handed system, k straight up). If the coordinate system moves side-

ways with the bob, the shift S of the fastening point is just Rl - R

Let 71be the angle between the x-axis and the perpendicular bisector

of -l II Suppose the coordinates stay fixed with the ground and

the bob moves linearly a distance X in the x-direction while it rotates

by an angle Ce. The total shift S will now be:

S =i X + (R'1 - R I)

(R'I - RI) has 'x + y components, i. e.

(RI - RI) (Rl - + (R + - RI) y

but

IRl- RU~

so

(R~ RI)x iRa cos iRa sin 7

and

(RI R1 )y jRO' sin jRQ cos 77,

So

S =i (x + RU sin 771) + j (RU cos r 1

23



and

ISI! (x + Rca sin -qt) + (Ra cos ?,)

So

2 X- ZR 0 Xs in r,f j= + + ,2+(c)

/S/ changes with r,7 and so differs from wire to wire. As a r3-suit, the vertical displacement of the suspension point also differsfronm wire to wi. e.
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APPENDIX III

ERROR IN PERIOD CAUSED BY MISPLACED PHOTOCELL

The equation of motiun for the pendulum is

a = Otoe')t cos Wct (16)

a the amplitude, e - lt the damping factor and cos wat the phase
factor. Suppose the photocell is triggered when the pendulum reaches
angle a1 , (see diagram #12)

a 1 = a 0 e' cos Wt1  (17)

On the second count following the one made at time t1 , we have
again

- Vt ?
Q =oe cos Wt (18)

2_ 
(19)T

T the true period and

t2  t I + T + dT (ZO)

dT the difference between measured and true periods. Setting ()7) and
(18) equal, dividing through, and pluggine in (20)
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-Vt 1  - 4-t T + dT)

e c71 os wt] e cos (t + T + dT) (21)

Multiplying by e+ (t T)

e/ T Cos wt = e c YdT Cos u'(t I + T + dT) (22)

by identity

cos w (t I + T + d'r) = cos W(t1 + T) cos WdT - sin w(t + T) sin wdT (23)

since dT << T,

e - YdT " (24)

Putting (23) and (24) into (22),

cos wte = [cos W(t I + T) cos WdT - sin w(t, + T) sin WdT] (25)

by definition

Cos w(t, + T) cos wt, (26)

and

sin W,(tI - T) sin wt, (27)
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again since dT «<T

cos WdT 1 (28)

and

sin wdT = WdT (29)

Putting (19), (26), (27), (28) and (29) into (25) and rearranging

- CAS 1 t] dT

27T sin wt 1  T(30)

Putting in a phase angle o0 such that

9/2 _ wt 1  (31)

we obtain

dT tanc [e TT YTi (32)
7 217

but

a1  s='(0 e s (33)
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so that

0i

and

d T 
'Y____ _ [ T]

T 71T ce - (35)



APPENDIX IV

EFFECT ON MIRROR AND PHOTOCELL WIDTHS ON

MEASURED PERIOD OF THREE-WIRE PENDULUM

L1HT 5OURCE

N. M ~ lgor /

SLIT

PHOYOCELL -'

The bob is at its equilibrium position, so light reflects into theslit. Assume parallel rays hit the mirror, so the beam width won'tchange from the mirror to the slit. The width of the reflected beam
will be

w, = w' cos /12 (36)
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or at worst

w I = 1 w(37)

where w' is the mirror width and / is the angle between incident and
reflected bean-s. w 2 is the width of the slit in front of the photocell.
The angle can vary by as much as

CIO =-"2 (38)

from period to period at the moment the photocell fires.

The variation in the angle U is approximately

a- LO (39)

that is

Cla WI + Wz (40)
ZD

The uncertainty in the angle Ca leads to a possible error in the

exact time that the photocell is fired. This possible error is at most
'he time required to sweep out an angle dCl.

Since

da= (41)

30



AT 7 dc (42)

but

Q( (osin wt (43)

so

0' WC1 0 Cos .t (44)

Plugging (19) and (44) into (42)

&T Td Cxos ut4)

since rx is about 0,

AT T Tdcv (46)

Ten periods are timed, and the starting and ending times maybe off by this much. So

dT 3  2 AT 
(7

T lOT (7

31



Putting (46) and (40) in (47)

dT _ (Wi + w))
-ZO7Da 0  (48)

It is easy to show that if the light source has finite width wain the plane of motion and looks at the mirror from a distance D (and
not from infinity),

dT_ 1 (w1dT 20rD 0 (2wI + w2 + w 3 ) (49)
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APPE~NDIX V

Figure 1. Trifilar Pendulum, Schematic Diagram
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V

Figure 4. Original Design of Three- Wire Pendulum Frame
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HEX LOLT

- WIRES

BOTTOM SUPPORT
PLATE

S'TFRAME

r ALUMINUM ANGLE
HOLDING & K
POSITIONING

BOLT

J"CN HOLING & POSITIONING
._ ,--CE NTER GIANCE",B L

"--CENTER GUIDANCE SHAFT

Figure 6, Aluminum Holding Frame of Trifilar Pendulum, Exploded View
INSET: Point Contact Between Bored Cylinder and Guidance
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LGHT SOURCE

\N

\N

-- MIRROR
Sur

"PHOTOCELL

:-COUNTER

L -1 TIMER NO. I

F

TIMER NO. 2

Figure 12. Timing Setup for Three-Wire Pendulum
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1-Top Support Assy.
2-Frame Uprights
3-Balancing Cradle

4-Aluminum. Frame
5-Standard
6-Starting & Guidance Assy.
7- Photocell

8-Counter
9-Light Source

10-Timers
11-Center Bearing Arm

12-Center Bearing Arm-l i Disconnected
13-Levelling Jacks

t7

4

13

Figure 1 3. Entire Trifilar Pendulum Setup
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Force Diagram

Figure 14. Schematic Diagram for One Wire When Pendu!um Bob is
Turned an Angle y
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